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SUMMARY

Thermochemical relaxation distances behind the strong normal shock waves associated with

vehicles that enter the Earth's atmosphere upon returning from a manned lunar or Mars mission are

estimated. The relaxation distances for a Mars entry are estimated as well, in order to highlight the

extent of the relaxation phenomena early in currently envisioned space exploration studies. The

thermochemical relaxation length for the Aeroassist Flight Experiment is also considered. These

estimates provide an indication as to whether finite relaxation needs to be considered in subsequent

detailed analyses. For the Mars entry, relaxation phenomena that are fully coupled to the flow field

equations are used. The relaxation-distance estimates can be scaled to flight conditions other than
those discussed.

NOMENCLATURE

A

Cpi

Efr

h

hi

k

kfr

M

M

M*

ni

P

Avogadro's number

specific heat at constant pressure for species i, per mole

average diameter of two colliding particles

activation energy in forward-reaction-rate coefficient for reaction r

static enthalpy per unit mass

static enthalpy for species i, per mole

enthalpy of formation of species i, per mole

total number of species

forward-reaction-rate coefficient for reaction r

molecular weight

typical collision partner

reduced molecular weight (l/Mi + I/MM)

number of moles of species i per unit mass of mixture

sterric factor

static pressureP
i



R

S

T

U

X

X

P

Po

Subscripts

eq

f

i

M

r

s

0

oo

universal gas constant

number of classical squared terms of energy contributing to reaction

absolute temperature

velocity in x direction

a species

distance behind shock

reactant stoichiometric coefficient

product stoichiometric coefficient

mass density of mixture

standard or sea-level atmospheric density (1.225 x 10 -3 g/cm 3)

constant in equation (10)

equilibrium value

forward

species i

typical collision partner

rth reaction

conditions immediately behind shock

reference condition at sea level (Earth)

conditions ahead of shock

INTRODUCTION

Round-trip manned lunar and Mars missions may be the next major space exploration goals. For

these missions, costly propulsive maneuvers will have to be replaced by more economical



aeromaneuversin theupperatmosphereof Earthandtheatmosphereof Mars.Theseaeromaneuvers
will beperformedashigh aspossiblein theatmosphereto minimizeheatingof thevehiclewhile
providingsufficientambientatmosphericdensityto generateaeromaneuveringforces.

Hypervelocityflight in rarefiedatmospheresraisesquestionsconcerningthethermochemical
stateof theflow field aboutflight vehicles.Althoughpioneeringstudyoverthepastdecadehasbeen
devotedto aeromaneuveringin theupperatmosphereof Earth(ref. 1)andto definingthethermo-
chemicalrelaxationphenomenaassociatedwith flight speedsrelatedto Earthorbitalspeeds(ref. 2),
wemustnow beginto estimatetheextentto whichthermochemicalrelaxationphenomenapertainto
prospectivenewmissions.Thesemissions(lunarandMarsreturn)aremoreenergeticthanEarth
orbitalmissionsandinvolveanatmosphericcompositionotherthantheEarth's(theMars atmo-
sphere).Also importantis thatthevehiclesmaybelargerthanthoseusedto date.Theestimates
presentedin thecurrentreportareespeciallytimelybecauseweareonthethresholdof thesenew
ventures.

To estimatetheeffectsof phenomenathatarelargelybeyondourexperience,weextendprevious
experimentalandanalyticalefforts,simplifyingthemto identify grossfeatures.In thecurrentreport,
thermochemicalrelaxationlengthsbehindnormalshockwaveswill dominatetheconsiderations.

AEROMANEUVERING IN EARTH ATMOSPHERE

Aeromaneuvering at hypervelocity in the upper atmosphere of Earth has been considered for

more than two decades, and thermochemical relaxation phenomena in this regime have been studied

intensely for the past decade. However, the foundation for these studies was laid about three decades

ago with shock-tube experiments performed by Allen, Rose, and Camm (ref. 3). In those experi-

ments, a high-speed shock wave was observed as it passed radiometric instrumentation at a station in

the shock tube. In laboratory coordinates, the radiative intensity behind the moving shock wave

increased to a peak value and then decayed to an "equilibrium" value at some distance behind the

shock, for each test condition. Spectral measurements were also performed that were useful subse-

quently for devising molecular models of thermal nonequilibrium. The radiative pulse that peaked

above an equilibrium value in the experiments was termed "nonequilibrium radiation." At the time

the results were only of academic interest, primarily because the dominant heating of the Apollo cap-

sule occurred at low altitudes where the atmospheric density was higher than the experimental den-

sity and the flow field about the vehicle was in equilibrium. However, the nonequilibrium radiative

pulse behind the shock wave in the experiments contained the effects of both thermodynamic and

chemical nonequilibrium phenomena and represented the coupled thermochemical relaxation behind

the shock wavemthe subject of intense study in recent years. For the current estimates of thermo-

chemical relaxation effects, the data can be used directly.

Reference 3, figure 10, plots the product of pressure and the laboratory time after the shock wave

passes to reach within 10% of thermochemical equilibrium (the ordinate) as a function of shock-

wave velocity (the abscissa) for a large range of flight conditions in the Earth's atmosphere. The plot

can be transformed into the corresponding relaxation length behind a normal shock wave. The result

appears in figure 1 as three lines near the top center of the figure, labeled 1 cm, 10 cm, and 100 cm.



Theselinesaretheloci of thethermochemicalrelaxationlengths.Someflight trajectories,andother
information,appearon thefigure,to relatetherelaxationregimeto flight experience.Of particular
interestis theAeroassistFlight Experiment(AFE) trajectory.TheAFEwill examinethermochemical
relaxationphenomenaandtheir effects,for developingAeroassistSpaceTransportationVehicles
(ASTV). Suchvehicles,which will movespacepayloadsfrom oneorbit to anotherin Earth-Moon
space,requiringchangesin bothorbitalaltitudeandorbitalplaneinclination,will functionin the
AFE domain.Thefigure showsthatfor theAFE atpeakheating,thethermochemicalrelaxation
lengthbehinda normalshockwaveis about10cm.That isa significantpartof theshocklayer
becausethebow shockis about17cm in front of thevehicle.Thusalargefractionof theAFE fore-
bodyflow field is outof equilibriumthermochemically,which is the intentof theexperiment.

In figure 1,thepoint of peakheatingonalunarreturnvehicleliesbelow theperigeeof theAFE.
Thelunarreturnvehiclewouldenterandmaneuverin theEarth'supperatmosphere,similarly to the
ASTV, andexit theatmosphereto rendezvouswith avehiclein Earthorbit.Thefigure showsthatfor
this vehicle,thethermochemicalrelaxationlengthbehindanormalshockwaveisestimatedto be
between1and10cmmsayabout5 cm.Fora large,drag-configuredvehicle,thethermochemical
relaxationlengthwouldbeof somesignificanceif theshocklayerweremuchthickerthan5 cm,but
its effectswouldnotdominatetheforebodyflow field. Thustheimportanceof thethermochemical
relaxationphenomenacanbeestimatedfrom thegeometryandsizeof theprospectivelunarreturn
vehicle.

Finally, considertheentry into theEarth'satmosphereof amannedMarsreturnvehicle.It may
performanaerocapturemaneuverasshownin figure 1,or it maydescendto Earth.Theentryveloc-
ity is large,about14km/sec.(Thatspeedalsoincludesanemergencyabortentry.)Thevehicleis
veryenergetic,andit experiencespeakheatinglower in theatmospherethantheothervehiclesdis-
cussed.It is estimatedthatthethermochemicalrelaxationdistancebehindanormalshockwaveis
lessthan1cm,andits effectsmaybe relativelyunimportant,dependingon thethicknessof thefor-
wardshocklayer.

AEROMANEUVERING IN THE MARS ATMOSPHERE

The composition of the Mars atmosphere is considered to be about 95% CO2 and 5% N2 (ref. 4).

The density of the flight domain is low and thermochemical relaxation should be examined. Because

the dominant atmospheric species is considered to be CO2, it is useful to note some features of the

basic global conservation equations for compressible flow of CO2 along a streamline where transport

phenomena are neglected, but relaxation phenomena are allowed. The conservation equations for

mass, momentum, and energy for the steady state are, respectively,

duWxx+U _ _0 ,1,

du dp (2)
PU_xx= dx
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du dh
u-- + -- = 0 (3)

dx dx

In theabsenceof relaxationprocesses,a solutionof theseequationsis thatall variables--velocity
(u), density(p), pressure(p),andstaticenthalpy(h)--are constant.However,for arelaxingflow
field behinda strongnormalshockwavein whichthedensitybehindtheshockis muchlarger than
thataheadof theshock,it canbeshownfrom theseequationswhich variablesaremostsensitiveto
anyprocessthatoccursin theflow; densityandvelocity canbeaffectedsignificantly,but pressure
andstaticenthalpyareaffectedvery little. Thiscanbeshownwithout solvingtheequationsor speci-
fying theprocess.Theprocessenterstheproblemthroughtheequationof stateandwhateversup-
plementalequationsdescribetheprocess.Also,sincepressureis relatively invariantanddensityis
potentiallyhighly variable,temperatureis highly variablebecauseof theequationof state.Although
this argumentis simple,it is notobviousor intuitive, andexamplesthatillustratethesensitivitywill
beprovidedin thefollowing sections.Theconceptis usefulbecausebeforesolving theequations,
therelativebehaviorof theglobalflow andthermodynamicvariablescanbeanticipated.Thisknowl-
edgemayaffecttheformulationof themethodof solvingtheequations,thedevisingof numerical
algorithms,andperhapsthedeterminationof whethera solutioncanbeobtainedatall. Thus,for the
currentapproach,weknow thatit is notnecessaryto dealwith largeexcursionsin pressureor static
enthalpycausedby relaxationprocesses.

Thermal Relaxation

In an early analysis by Howe and Sheaffer of thermochemically relaxing flow in a predominantly

CO2 atmosphere, each species was allowed to assume various levels of thermal excitation parametri-

cally, with no mechanism for thermal relaxation (ref. 5). The analysis showed that the effects of

thermal excitation on both the flow field and the distribution of chemical species was insignificant.

(At the time, the study in ref. 5 was not specifically related to Mars entry because the Mars atmo-

sphere was estimated to contain less than 10% CO2, as noted in refs. 6 and 7).

A subsequent analysis by Hindelang of thermochemical relaxation behind strong shock waves in

CO2 showed that the effects of vibrational relaxation and vibration--dissociation coupling are much

stronger in CO2, which has three different vibrational modes, than in diatomic gases, which have

only a single mode (ref. 8). However, at shock speeds greater than 6 km/sec, the process of finite-

rate dissociation of CO becomes dominant, and the region of CO2 relaxation is only a small part of

the overall relaxation region. Thermally, vibrational relaxation does not have a significant effect on

the flow field at these higher speeds.

Recently, Candler obtained a detailed two-dimensional solution for the forebody flow fields of

vehicles flying at speeds of 6.1 to 7.4 km/sec in the Mars atmosphere, in ambient densities of the

order of 10 -4 kg/m 3 (ref. 9). Thermally, two temperatures (translational and vibrational) were con-

sidered; chemically, 12 reactions and their "reverse" reactions were considered. Thermochemically,

the flow field was allowed to relax at a finite rate. Candler concluded that "for the cases studied,

there is very little thermal nonequitibrium due to the very fast vibrational relaxation of CO2."

Although this analysis considered the elements C, O, and N, it confirmed the results of the early

analyses which were limited to C and O (refs. 5 and 8).
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For estimatingrelaxationlengths,thebalanceof this studywill belimited to chemicalrelaxation
in apredominantlyCO2atmosphere.

Chemical Relaxation

To proceed with estimates of the chemical relaxation lengths behind strong normal shock waves

in CO2, we write the equation of state for the mixture of CO2 and its components as

p = pRT Z n i (4)

i=l

where the summation is over all involved species. It is assumed, because of the analyses described in

the preceding section, that chemical relaxation is characterized by the translational temperature. The

static enthalpy of each species is

=h9 + c dThi / Pi
(5)

and the static enthalpy of the relaxing mixture is

k

h(p,p,n i ..... nk)= Z nihi

i=l

(6)

For each reaction r that involves species i, the chemical reactions that pertain to the relaxing flow

field can be expressed as

k k

Z _r,iXi kfr > Z [_r'iXi

i=l i=!

(7)

where the arrow indicates that the reaction proceeds to the right at a rate characterized by kf r. (It is

possible, but not generally true, that the reverse reaction is also allowed; for example, the oxidation

of carbon monoxide in a single step is unlikely in this context.)

For each species, the variation along the streamline can be written by manipulating equa-

tions (1)-(7) to form

dn i 1 Z
dx pu

r

(_r,i- _r,i)kfr IrIi (lgni)ctr,i.
(8)
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Equation(8) showsthattherelaxationprocessis coupledto theflow field, andtheanalysisshould
includeflow-field variationsthatinteractwith therelaxationprocess.

For current purposes, we can allow Cpi/R to be constant for each species. The following expres-

sion can then be derived from equations (I)-(3) and (5)-(6) (see ref. I0):

du
m---

dx

u

1-pu 2 n i ---1 p ni--- _-
i=l =

k dn i k
n i

/i--_l _L/ I_ dni/ i=_l I]
dni n i - ,h 0 RT ni _Ldx

J \i=l (9)

(This differential equation was modified in reference 8 to account for vibrational relaxation.) Equa-

tion (9) is solved for chemical relaxation behind a strong normal shock wave by use of equation (8),

which is solved for each species that is participating in the rth reaction at a rate given by

kfr = 2[PAd 2/c_(s- 1)!](2rcRT/M*) 1/2 (Err/RT) s-1 e -(Err/RT) (10)

This form of the reaction coefficient highlights several physical quantities that need to be determined

(or estimated): P, the sterric factor; s, which is related to the number of contributing energy modes;

and Ef r, the activation energy for the reaction. For a gas that is relaxing thermally and is character-

ized by more than one temperature, this expression is difficult to evaluate meaningfully. For a single

temperature, the behavior of the expression can be examined parametrically, and judgments can be

made that have some physical meaning. This was done for CO2 and its components at a time when

no experimental results were available to the author (refs. 5 and 10), and the results are compared in

figure 2 with experimental results. For current purposes, only density ratios of the order of P_P0 =

10-4 are of interest. The flight speeds of interest are from 6 to 9 km/sec; these two speeds are shown

at the top of the figure with their corresponding temperature ranges, to orient the reader. Two

reactions are shown in the figure:

CO2+M -_ CO+O+M (11)

CO+M _ C+O+M (12)

where M is any typical collision partner. The second reaction, equation (12), may be a global reac-

tion. Its steps were reported by Fairbaim to include the formation and dissociation of C2 (ref. 11),

although for the elevated temperatures under consideration, that is a rather surprising concept. How-

ever, the rate coefficients used in the current report are shown by the solid lines in the figure. The



ratecoefficientfor reaction(11)is comparedin thefigure with theexperimentaldataof Brabbs,
Belles,andZlatarich(ref. 12)at atemperaturebelowtherangeof interest.Thepredictedratecoeffi-
cientsfor both reactionsarealsocomparedwith theshock-tubedataof Davies(refs. 13and 14).At
thetemperaturesof interest,theestimateof theCO dissociationrateis closeto themeasurementsof
Davies.Theestimateof theCO2dissociationrateis higherthanDavies'resultat about11,000K and
is closeto but lower thanDavies' resultatabout6000K. In thefollowing analysis,theestimatesof
theforward-reactionrateswill beusedto estimaterelaxationlengths.Generally,therelaxation
lengthswill becloseto but lessthanthosethatwouldbepredictedby useof Davies'data.

A solutionfor thechemicallyreactingflow field in CO2 iS shown in figure 3 for a flight speed of

6 km/sec at ambient density ratio 9,0/9o = 10 -4 (adapted from ref. 10). The distance behind the

shock is measured along the abscissa, with x = 0 representing the shock location. The distance scale

is broken in order to capture the variations just behind the shock wave as well as those far down-

stream of the shock. (A log scale was not used because of the singularity at x = 0.) On the right side

of figure 3(a), the ratios of equilibrium values to values just behind the shock are shown for the vari-

ables 9, P, u, and T. Density, velocity, and temperature vary significantly in the flow field, as pre-

dicted previously in the current paper, and pressure and static enthalpy do not. Figure 3(b) shows that

for this flight condition, only the dissociation of CO2 to CO and O is important. The dashed curves

represent an analytic solution wherein the chemistry is uncoupled from the flow field, as described in
reference 10.

Figure 4 displays the solution for a higher flight speed: 9 km/sec. The dissociation of both CO2

and CO are important at this speed, which is more than twice as energetic as the previous example,

and the analytic approximation does not represent the chemical variation as well as at 6 km/sec.

At 9 km/sec, the flow field is sufficiently energetic to partially ionize the reacting mixture; a

solution that includes ionization is shown in figure 5 (which was adapted from ref. 5). In that solu-

tion, five reactions were included, some of which were ionizing reactions. The ionizing-reaction-rate

coefficients were also estimated, but are not assessed for their validity in the current paper. The

variations caused by ionization can be seen by comparing figure 5 with figure 4. It may be noted in

figure 5 that ionized species sometimes overshoot their equilibrium values in the hot part of the

relaxing flow field, as do other species. These overshoots can affect the gaseous radiation and other

phenomena.

Figure 6 shows the combined results of many solutions to the problem of chemical relaxation, in

terms of relaxation length. In this figure the percentage of the total molar change required to achieve

chemical equilibrium is plotted as a function of distance (or length) behind the normal shock wave.
Three curves are shown, one for each of three flight velocities, at ambient density 9_P0 = 10 -4. The

curve for 6 km/sec contains primarily the effectsof CO2 dissociation (see fig. 3(b)). We may infer

from figure 5 that the curve for 8 km/sec reflects the dissociation of both CO2 and CO, and a very

small degree of ionization (ionization-solution results from ref. 5 were included). The 10 km/sec

curve also reflects the dissociation of both CO2 and CO, and the degree of ionization for this curve

was significant. However, the effect of ionization on chemical relaxation length was insignificant,

possibly because the reactions proceeded more rapidly at this more energetic flight speed (within the

limitations of this approximate formulation). Note that the curve for 6 km/sec crosses that for

8 km/sec. For progressively lower flight speeds, the crossing may be expected to progress leftward,
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andin the'limiting caseof compressibleflow thatis not reactingchemically,thecurveswouldcross
at arelaxationlengthof zero.Wemustnotspeculatetoo freely,however,becausetheproblemis
coupledandnonlinear,andtheinputsareuncertainestimates.Sufficeit to saythatthecurvescross.
Also notethatfor theflight conditionsandfor all flight speedsshownin figure 6, 90%of thechemi-
cal relaxationis completeon theorderof 10cmbehindtheshockwave.

A carefulexaminationof resultsin references5 and 10leadsto theplot in figure7, which shows
thechemicalrelaxationlengthasa functionof flight speedat 9,,JP0 = 10--4. Here, relaxation length

corresponds to the location where 90% of the chemical relaxation is achieved. The relaxation length

peaks at about 54 cm at a flight speed of about 7.5 km/sec. M. E. Tauber calculated peak heating at

7.7 km/sec at density ratio 9_P0 = 1.24 x 10 -4 (private communication, Ames Research Center,

1990). To the extent that binary scaling applies, the chemical relaxation length scaled from figure 7

would be 54 cm/1.24 = 43 cm.

The estimates of the chemical relaxation length behind a normal shock wave in CO2 at an ambi-

ent density of the order of p,o/p0 = 10 -4 at flight speeds of about 7 km/sec are dominated by the dis-

sociation of CO2 and CO. The estimates are probably meaningful because dissociation rates are

available. The rate used in the analysis for CO dissociation is close to the measured rate, while that

for CO2 dissociation is near or higher than the measured rate. Although the latter may make the

estimates conservative, the CO2 dissociates so rapidly that the estimate of the overall length is prob-

ably affected very little. In any event, these estimates can be refined when more accurate information

is acquired or when other refinements or judgments are made.

Finally, shock-tube measurements related to nonequilibrium flow behind normal shock waves in

CO2 for a hypothetical high-speed entry into the Venus atmosphere were made by Nealy (ref. 15).

The nonequilibrium radiative-intensity waveform behind the shock wave was recorded at a wave-

length of 158 nm. The time for the intensity to peak and then decay to half the difference between

peak and equilibrium levels was measured. C. Park scaled a corresponding partial relaxation length

from this data; for a shock velocity of 10 km/sec at P_/P0 = 5 x 10-4, it was about 12.5 cm (private

communication, Ames Research Center, 1990). Binary scaling for p_tp0 = 10 -4 yields a partial

relaxation length of 5 x 12.5 cm = 62.5 cm. Although a rigorous comparison with figures 6 and 7 is

not feasible, the relaxation length inferred from the experiments is large--probably larger than the

present estimate at that high-speed condition, and perhaps two or three times that value. The conclu-

sion that nonequilibrium flow is significant and should be considered in Mars flow-field analyses is

thus reinforced by both analysis and experiment.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Estimates of thermochemical relaxation lengths behind normal shock waves in air and CO2 were

made, to assess the significance of nonequilibrium phenomena in studies of forebody flow fields for

hypervelocity aeromaneuvering in the atmospheres of Earth and Mars. For Earth the thermochemical

relaxation length is a large fraction of the bow-shock standoff distance for the Aeroass.ist Flight

Experiment currently being planned. That is desirable because one of the objectives of the experi-

ment is to study the nonequilibrium phenomena. For manned return from the Moon to Earth by use
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of aeromaneuveringvehicles,thermochemicalrelaxationmaybe insignificantnearpeakheatingif
thevehicleconfigurationis largeandblunt.For themannedMarsreturnaerocapturemaneuver,
thermochemicalrelaxationnearpeakheatingseemsto beof little importance.

Thermodynamicrelaxationfor entry into theMarsatmosphereseemstobeof little importance
on thevehicleforebodyfor flight conditionsof currentinterest.Ontheotherhand,thechemical
relaxationlengthseemsto besignificant.It is estimatedto beabouthalf ameteratpeakheating.This
resultcanbescaledto otherflight conditions.
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Figure 6. Relaxation length behind normal shock wave in CO2--flow field coupled to chemistry;

P.JPo = 10-4.
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